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Sam Ean and her grandchild sharing her feeling of relief after she
had a successful operation of �stula with villagers and UNFPA sta�
in July 2012 at her home in Paur village, Treang district, Takeo
province, 75 km south of Phnom Penh.
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Fistula Survivors in Cambodia:
Although, the term �stula or vesico vaginal �stula 
is not commonly known within the Cambodian 
culture, people are more familiar with “urine 
leakage ‐ ហូរ ឬ ���ប េ�ម េ���យ�រសំ�លកូនពិ�ក ”. 
Women who have gone through a di�cult child 
delivery such as long labour, surgery without 
assistance from a skilled provider can develop an 
obstetric �stula. While an obstetric �stula is 
mostly found among women at their 20’s in many 
other countries, the average age of a Cambodian 
�stula patient is 50 years. All interviewed women 
con�rmed that they developed a continuous loss 
of urine since their �rst or second delivery a long 
time ago, however, they did not know it is a kind 
of reproductive disease until lately.

Cambodian �stula survivors have been su�ering 
for several years until the treatment services 
became available in Cambodia in the late 2000s. 
The mean years of su�ering range between 20‐30 
years.

Preventing Barriers:
Mrs. Met Yorm, 50 years old, is sitting on the hammock under her
wooden house in Trapeang Veng Khang Lech village, Dorng Tung
district, Kampot province, about 60 km from the provincial town. 
The road from her house to the main road would waste away on the
rainy season and transportation remains a struggle.
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Tak Eap is preparing for a Fistula surgery at a Poly Clinic in Phnom 
Penh in July 2012 after su�ering from a �stula for more than 10 years. 
She was abandoned by her husband since then.
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It was in 1999. I was in labour which took a 

few days, then I was sent to a hospital and my 

baby was stillborn. After, my husband found 

out that I was frequently leaking and wetting 

myself, he left me – it was embarrassing as my 

body was stinking”, says Tak Eap, 42 years old, 

Fistula survivor residing in Kampot province.

Mrs. Sah Sin at the Poly Clinic in Phnom Penh is discussing
with an expert. She is excited to learn about a successful
operation.
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“These are the consequences that I experienced as a 
result of having a child”, says Mrs. Sah Sin, 58 years 
old at the Chenda poly‐clinic in Phnom Penh. She 
was referred by the Children’s Surgical Center for her 
follow‐up visit. “I am so happy to hear the result from 
my follow‐up visit recon�rming that the urine 
leakage is completely repaired”, she added saying 
that she would be more con�dent and open to com-
municate with her villagers from now on.

Mrs. Sah developed a Fistula since she gave birth to 
her �rst stillborn child long ago, sometime in the 
early 1970s, when the country was in a civil war. She 
was mobilized by the Khmer Rouge to live in a camp 
where a traditional birth attendant (Yeay Morb) 
delivered her child.

A few weeks after the delivery, she realized that lost 
urine without control. She thought she was the only 
person having this problem and did not know how 
to handle the situation.

She was not able to consult with any experts or 
anyone, and she had to adapt herself living in such 
pain for more than 30 years.

Ms. Tak Eap developed a vesico vaginal �stula in the 
late 1990s after delivering her �rst stillborn child. She 
was in obstructed labour for 2 days before her family 
sent her to the hospital. While she was being trans-
ported from her village, she lost consciousness and 
the next day, she found herself in the hospital bed 
realizing that her baby was stillborn. She did not 
quite remember well what she had gone through. A 
few weeks later, her husband left her quietly after he
found out that she was loosing urine in bed. She 
started to isolate herself from the other villagers as 
she got wet very often and she could not manage to 
change Sarong (made of fabric in �ower pattern to 
wrap around the waist, worn by Cambodian women 
at home traditionally) most of the time. “I had a very 
bad smell, so I avoided meeting people. I am so 
depressed to live with this condition,” says Eap, who 
is lying on the bed, preparing for her �rst operation 
after 13 years living with an obstetric �stula. The 
operation will be performed with assistance from the 
Children’s Surgical Center and UNFPA Cambodia.

After a long time of civil war and an oppressive 
regime Cambodia is rebuilding its damaged social 
infrastructure which was completely destroyed. 
People are struggling for survival. Access to social 
information and services remains a challenge and the 
�stula repair services were not available until lately. 
Women did not have access to maternal health care 
and information due to limited resources. Many 
women live in rural areas opted for traditional 
services provided by traditional healers or untrained 
providers. “I had undergone 2 �stula treatment 
surgeries before my 3rd surgery provided by the CSC 
in mid‐2011,” says Mrs. Sam Ean, who had su�ered for 
28 years with vesico vaginal �stula problem. 

Born in a culture where gender inequalities are still 
rampant, women have considered with a lower status 
in the society. They have less access to higher educa-
tion, resulting in fewer opportunities for employ-
ment, politics and public services. Women are 
expected to take care of house work, children, sick 
persons and elderly parents ‐‐ in most occasions, 
women do not attend to their own health condition 
and can tolerate various burdens. “Besides doing 

house work I have a very old and sick mother to take 
care of everyday,” says Mrs. Met Yorm, 50 years old, 
residing in Trapean Veng Khang Lech village, about 
60 km south from Kampot provincial town. She has 
been su�ering from urine loss through a �stula for 
20 years since the delivery of her 4th stillborn child.

Lack of money is a major obstacle preventing 
women from seeking treatment services. Most 
women who su�er from a �stula live in the rural 
areas where road, transport, and health services 
remain a challenge. Poor women have little knowl-
edge about social issues such as �stula. Mrs. Sam 
Ean and her family were hopeless and reluctant to 
seek treatment after a couple of interventions to 
repair the vesico vaginal �stula she had, but all were 
without any success. At the beginning, she was so 
depressed by unpleasant words from her commu-
nity and had locked herself in the house for months 
until everyone was able to accept the truth. Su�er-
ing for 28 years, she had tried options with local 
healers suggested by friends, relative and neighbors 
but there was no good result. They all believed that 
this disease cannot be treated for life – it was such 
despondency, so they lived on as what it was. “I don’t 
know where to go for a treatment, except getting 
services from local healers and district hospital. But 
it still cannot be treated”, says Mrs. Ean.

The small family income from the farming mainly 
goes to everyday basic needs which make it di�cult 
for women to arrange for extra luxuries. Therefore, 
they have less opportunity to seek for better health 
care services including �stula treatment.

   
New Life has come:

It is unbelievable. Accessing to Fistula treatment is a 
miracle for many Cambodian women who live in 
poor and remote areas who had su�ered silently in 
pain for decades. After such a long time, many 
women got back what they had wished for. It is a 
blessing for them and their family to be given back 
their new lives with hope, con�dence and peaceful 
smile – it is such a content feeling.

UNFPA Cambodia has partnered with the Children’s 
Surgical Center to address Vesico vaginal �stula 
which were overlooked for decades and has helped 
many remote women get treatment services in a safe 
facility with professionally national standards. Poor 
and short statured women live in rural areas who are 
unaware of treatment or unable to a�ord services can 
receive free surgical repairing services facilitated by 
the jointinitiative toward ending �stula in Cambodia. 

“I am so excited and could not express my feeling 
enough how happy I am now….” says Ean when 
sharing her treatment experience provided by the 
CSC and UNFPA in 2011 in Phnom Penh with her 
neighbors. 

The Children’s Surgical Center outreach team goes 
out to meet with vulnerable women in target prov-
inces to raise awareness and give information about 
�stula. “We inform health workers and village chiefs 
about our upcoming trips, and found that upon 
arrival some women were waiting to discuss with us”, 
says Mr. Sam Sitha, Smile Train/Outreach Coordinator 
of CSC. The mass media is another e�ective way to 
reach bene�ciaries, especially for people living in 
remote areas where infrastructure and communica-
tion are still a challenge. Radio is the most preferred 
channel of communication in rural communities. 
“After I heard about it on the radio, I talked to my 
husband and daughter. Then, I was brought to the 
CSC in Kean Kleang, Phnom Penh in late 2011" says 
Mrs. Sin. Most survivors who were interviewed also 

identi�ed radio as the best means to �nd out about 
the service.

Starting as a pilot project since December 2009 in 4 
provinces in the northeastern part of Cambodia such 
as Ratanakiri, Mondulkiri, Preah Vihear and Stung 
Treng, where infrastructure and social services for 
women and girls have yet to be improved, the CSC 
has provided free �stula treatment services to almost 
30 women who had su�ered for decades silently.
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អ�ក��ី �៉�ត យ៉ម �យុ ៥០��ំ កំពុងអង��យក��ងអ��ឹង��មផ�ះ�ើរបស់�ត់ 
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                                       រូបថត៖ UNFPA Cambodia

 អ�ក��ី �ស សុីន �យុ ៥៨��ំ �ក��ងបន�ប់រង់�ំរបស់ 
ប៉ូលីគ�ីនិកចិ�� ក��ងទី��ុងភ�ំ��ញ �ន�ន���សន៍� “�នផល 
វ��ក��លខ��ជួំប��ទះ�យ�រ���នកូន”។ �ត់���វ�នមជ��មណ�ល
វះ�ត់កុ�រ ប���នមក�ើម��ី��ើ�រ�ម�នបន�។ “ខ��ំសប��យចិត�
�ស់��ល�នឮលទ�ផលពី�រមក�ម�នបន�របស់ខ��ំ ��លប��ក់
ម�ង�ៀត� �រហូរ�ម�នព���ល��ច់�ើយ” �ត់�ន 
បន��ៀត� �ត់នឹង�ន�រម�ណ៍ទុកចិត� និង�ចនិ�យ�មួយ
អ�កភូមិរបស់�ត់�ន��ើន�ងមុន�ប់ពី��ល��ះ�។   
 អ�ក��ី �ស �ើត�គហូរ�ម�ប់�ំងពី�ត់�នស��ល
កូនទីមួយ��ល��ប់��ល�ើត�យូរមក�ើយ �ក��ងទសវត��រ�៧០ 
���ល����ស��ះស�ិត�ក��ងស���មសុីវ�ល។ �ត់���វ�ន���រ 
��ហមជ���ស�រស់�ក��ងជំរ�មួយ��លឆ�បបុ�ណ (�យម៉ប) 
�នជួយប��ើតកូនឲ���ត់។ 
 ពីរបីស��ហ៍��យ��លស��លកូន  �ត់�នដឹង� �ត់ហូរ 
�ម�យមិន�ចទប់�ន។ �ត់គិត� �ត់គឺ�មនុស������ក់
គត់��ល�នប����ះ �ើយមិនដឹង��ើ���វ��ើដូច���ច។ 
 �ត់មិន�ចពិ��ះ�មួយអ�កជំ�ញ�មួយ ឬនរ���ក�់� 
�ើយ�ត់���វ��ស��បខ��ន រស់��មួយ��ន�ព��ប��ះអស់ 
រយៈ��ល�ង៣០��ំ។ 
 អ�ក��ី �ក់ �ៀប �ន�គហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ��លស��ល 
កូនពិ�ក��ះ�ចុងទសវត��រ�៩០ ប��ប់ពី�នស��លកូនដំបូង 
��ល��ប់���ល�ើត។  �ត់ឈឺ�ះ�ើតកូនមិនរួចអស់២��� មុន
��ល����រ�ត់យក�ត់�មន�ីរ  ��ទ��។ �ខណៈ��ល�ត់កំពុង
��ើដំ�ើរពីភូមិរបស់�ត់ �ត់�នសន�ប់ �ើយ���ប��ប់មក�ៀត 
�ត់�នដឹងខ��ននិងកំពុង��ើ��ក��ងមន�ីរ��ទ�� �យដឹង� កូន
�ត់�ើតមក��ប់។ �ត់មិន�ន�ំច��ស់ អំពីអ�ីខ�ះ��ល�ត់�ន
ឆ�ង�ត់��។ ពីរបីស��ហ៍��យមក ប�ី�ត់�ន�ក�ល�ត់
�យ��ត់ៗ��យពីដឹង� �ត់ហូរ�ម�ក់������ំ។ �ត់
�ន�ប់��ើមស�ិត��ច់ពីអ�កភូមិដ���ៀត �យ�រ�ត់ហូរ�ម
�យមិនដឹងខ��ន�ញឹក�ប់ និងមិន�ច��ស់ប��រ�រុង�ល់�ើក
�ន (�រុង ៈ ��ើពី���ត់�នរូប�� �ើម��ីរុ�ជុំវ�ញច���ះ��ល���ី
កម������ក�ផ�ះ�ំងពីបុ�ណមក)។ “ខ��ំ�នក�ិន���ក់�ស់
ដូ���ះខ  ��ំ�ៀស�ងមិនចង់ជួប�មួយមនុស��ដ����។  ខ��ំតូចចិត���ង
��ងំ��ល���វរស់�ក��ង��ន�ព��ប��ះ” អ�ក�� ី�ៀប �ននិ�យ 
ដូ���ះ ���លកំពុង��ក�ើ�� �ើម��ី�ៀបចំទទួល�រវះ�ត់ដំបូង 
របស់�ត់ ប��ប់ពី�នរស់��មួយជំងឺហូរ�ម��យ��លស��ល
កូនពិ�ក អស់រយៈ��ល១៣��ំមក។ �រវះ�ត់��ះនឹង���វ��ើ�ើង
�យ�នជំនួយពីមជ��មណ�លវះ�ត់កុ�រ និងអង��រ UNFPA 
Cambodia។ 

អ�ករស់�នពីជំងឺហូរ�ម�ក��ង����សកម���៖

 

 �ះបី��ក�� fistula ឬ vesico vaginal fistula មិន���វ
�ន����ល់�ទូ��ក��ងវប��ធម៌កម��� ���ជន�ន��ល់�ក�� 
“��ច�ម” - ហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ�រស��លកូនពិ�ក។ ���ី
��ល�នឆ�ង�ត់�រស��លកូនពិ�ក ដូច� ឈឺ�ះយូរ  វះ�ត់
�យ��នជំនួយពីអ�កផ�ល់���ជំ�ញ �ច��ើឲ���ន�រហូរឬ
��ប�ម��លស��លកូនពិ�ក។ ខណៈ��ល�រហូរ�ម��យ
��លស��លកូនពិ�ក �គ��ើន�ើត�ើងចំ�ះ���ីក��ងវ័យ
២០��ំ�ក��ង����ស���ើន�ៀត �យុ�មធ��មរបស់អ�កជំងឺ
ហូរ�ម�កម��� គឺ ៥០��ំ។ ���ី�ំងអស់��ល�ន��ើស��សន៍
�នប��ក់� ពួក�ត់�ន�រហូរ�មឥតឈប់�ប់�ំងពី�រ
ស��លកូនទីមួយឬទីពីររបស់�ត់�យូរមក�ើយ ប៉ុ����ត់មិន
ដឹង� ������ទ��ជំងឺ��ល�ក់ទងនឹងសុខ�ពបន�ពូជ រហូត
ដល់��លថ�ីៗ��ះ�ើប�ត់�នដឹង។  
 អ�ករស់�នពីជំងឺហូរ�ម��យស��លកូនពិ�ក�កម���
�នទទួលរងនូវ�រឈឺ�ប់ អស់រយៈ��ល���ើន��ំមក�ើយ 
រហូតដល់��ល�ន���ព���ល�ក��ង����សកម���ក��ងចុង
ទសវត��រ�២០០០។  រយៈ��ល�មធ��មរបស់អ�កជំងឺហូរ�ម��ល
�នរស់�ក��ង��ន�ព��ប��ះ  គឺច��ះពី ២០ �  ៣០ ��ំ។ 
 

��វ�ច�ិ� ��ំ២០១២

កម���៖ �រឈឺ�ប់ដ៏���ម��ត់���ើនទសវត��រ� 

សំ �ៀន និង�របស់�ត់ �ៀប�ប់ពី�រម�ណ៍ធូរ��លរបស់�ត់ ប��ប់ពី�ត់ 

�នទទួល�រវះ�ត់ជំងឺហូរ�ម�យ�គជ័យ�មួយអ�កភូមិ និងបុគ�លិក 

អង��រ ក��ង��កក�� ��ំ២០១២ �ផ�ះរបស់�ត់ ក��ងភូមិ�ធ� ��ុក��ំង 

��ត����វ ច��យ៧៥គ.ម �ងត���ងទី��ុងភ�ំ��ញ។ 
រូបថត៖ UNFPA Cambodia

�ររស់����ើនទសវត��រ� �មួយក�ីឈឺ�ប់ និង�ព��ស់�ៀន �ររស់����ើនទសវត��រ� �មួយក�ីឈឺ�ប់ និង�ព��ស់�ៀន �ររស់����ើនទសវត��រ� �មួយក�ីឈឺ�ប់ និង�ព��ស់�ៀន

 ប��ប់ពីស���មសុីវ�លអស់រយៈ��លដ៏យូរ និងឆ�ង�ត់របបជិះ�ន់ 
មួយមក កម���កំពុង��ក�ង����រច�សម�ន័�សង�ម��ល�នខូច�ត
របស់ខ��ន ��ល���វ�នបំ��ញ�ំង��ុង។ ���ជនកំពុង��តស៊ូ �ើម��ី
រស់�ន។ �រទទួល�នព័ត៌�ន និង���សង�ម ����ប����ឈម
មួយ �ើយមិន�ន���ព���ល�គហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ��ល
ស��លកូនពិ�ក�ះ�� រហូតដល់��លថ�ីៗ��ះ។ ���ីមិន�ន 
ឱ�សទទួល�ន�រ���ំសុខ�ព�� និងព័ត៌�ន�ះទ  េ�យ�រ 
��ខ�ះ�តធន�ន។ ���ី���ើនរស់�ក��ងតំបន់ជនបទ ស��ចចិត� 
��ើស��សយក���បុ�ណ��លផ�ល់�យ���បុ�ណ ឬ��ទ����ល��ន 
�របណ��ះប��ល។ អ�ក��ី សំ �ៀន ��ល�នទទួលរង�រឈឺ�ប់ 
អស់រយៈ��ល ២៨��ំ�មួយប��ហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ��លស��ល 
កូនពិ�ក �ននិ�យ� “ខ��ំ�នវះ�ត់ព���ល�គហូរឬ��ប�ម
��យ��លស��លកូនពិ�កចំនួនពីរដងមក�ើយ មុន��លវះ�ត់
�ើកទីបី��លផ�ល់�យ មជ��មណ�ល CSC �ក��ង�ក់ក��ល 
��ំ២០១១”។ 

រ�ំង��ល��ំង៖

�ក់ �ៀប កំពុង�ៀបចំស��ប់�រវះ�ត់ព���ល�គហូរ�ម�ឯប៉ូលីគ�ីនិក 

ក��ងទី��ុងភ�ំ��ញ ក��ង��កក�� ��ំ២០១២ ប��ប់ពី�ន�គ��ះអស់រយៈ��ល 

�ង១០��ំ។ �ត់���វប�ីរបស់�ត់�ះបង់�ល�ប់ពី��ល�ះមក។ 

រូបថត៖ UNFPA Cambodia

 �ើត�ក��ងវប��ធម៌មួយ��លវ�សម�ព��នឌ័រ����ន ���ី���វ
�ន���ត់ទុក� �ន�នៈ�បក��ងសង�ម។ ���ី�នលទ��ព
ទទួល�ន�រសិក�����ក់ឧត�មតិចតួច ��ល��ើឲ�����ី�នឱ�ស
តិចតួចក��ង�រទទួល�ន�រ�រ��ើ ចូលរួមក��ងន��យ និង��� 
��រណៈ។ ���ី���វ��រ�ពឹង� �អ�កទទួលខុស���វ�ើ�រ�រផ�ះ 
���ំកូន អ�កជំងឺ និងឪពុក��យ�ស់ៗ -- �គ��ើន ���ីមិន�នយក 
ចិត�ទុក�ក់នឹងសុខ�ព��ល់ខ��ន�ើយ �ើយ���ី��ើន����ំ��នឹង
បន��ក����ងៗ�ៀត។ អ�ក��ី �៉�ត យ៉ម �យុ ៥០��ំ ��លរស់�

 

ក��ងភូម�ិ��ំង��ង�ងលិច ����ល ៦០គម �ងត���ងទីរួម��ត�កំពត
�នប��ក់� “��ពី��ើ�រ�រផ�ះ ខ��ំ�ន��យ�ស់ជ�និង�នជំងឺ 
��ល���វ���ំ��ៀង�ល់���”។ �ត់�នរស់��មួយ�គហូរ�ម
អស់រយៈ��ល២០��ំមក�ើយ �ប់�ំងពី��យ��លស��លកូន 
ពិ�កកូនទី៤ ��ល��ប់���ល�ើត។   
 �រខ�ះ�តថវ�� គឺ�ឧបសគ�ដ៏ធំមួយ��ល��ំង���ីពី�រ���ង
រក���ព���ល។ ���ី�គ��ើន��ល�នប��ហូរ�ម��យ
��លស��លកូនពិ�ក  រស់�ក��ងតំបន់ជនបទ ��លផ��វថ�ល់ 
ម����យ��ើដំ�ើរ និង���សុខ�ព ����ប����ឈម
��ើយ។ ���ី��ី�� �នចំ��ះដឹងបន�ិចបន��ចអំពីប��សង�ម�� 
ដូច� �រហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ��លស��លកូនពិ�ក��ើម។ 
     អ�ក��ី សំ �ៀន និង����ររបស់�ត់ អស់សង��ឹម និង���កមិន 
ចង់���ងរក�រព���ល�� ប��ប់ពីជួប�ពប�ជ័យ��ើនដងពី�រ 
ព���ល�គហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ��លស��លកូនពិ�ក។ 
�លពីដំបូង �ត់�ន�រ�ក់អន់ចិត����ំង�យឮ�ក��ពី 
សហគមន៍របស់�ត់ �ើយ�នសម�ំ�ក��ងផ�ះអស់រយៈ��ល���ើន 
�� រហូត�ល់������ប់��យល់��មទទួលយក�រពិត។ �យ�ន 
�គ��ះអស់រយៈ��ល២៨��ំកន�ងមក �ត់�ន�កល��ងជ��ើស 
����ងៗ�មួយ��ទ���ក��ងភូមិរបស់�ត់��លមិត�ភក�ិ បងប��ន និងអ�ក 
ជិត�ងរបស់�ត់�ន���ំ ប៉ុ���ពុំ�នលទ�ផលល��ើយ។ អ�ក
ភូមិ�គ��ើន�ឿ� ជំងឺ��ះមិន�ចព���ល�នអស់មួយជីវ�ត - 
�យ�រ អស់សង��ឹម ពួក���នសុខចិត�រស់���ម�ះ�។ 
អ�ក��ី �ៀន �ននិ�យ� “ខ��ំមិនដឹង� �ព���ល�ទី� 
��ពី�ជួប��ទ��ក��ងភូមិ និង��ទ����ុក��។ ប៉ុ������មិន�ច
ព���ល�ន”។  

 �មិនគួរឲ���ឿ។ �រទទួល�ន�រព���ល�គហូរឬ��ប�ម 
��យ��លស��លកូនពិ�ក គឺ�អព��ត��តុមួយស��ប់���ីកម��� 
���ើន ��លរស់�ក��ងតំបន់��ី���ច់���ល ��ល�នឈឺ�ប់ 
�យ���ម��ត់អស់រយៈ��ល���ើនទសវត��រ�។ ប��ប់ពីរយៈ 
��លដ៏យូរ��ប��ះ ���ី���ើន�នទទួលមកវ�ញនូវអ�ី��ល�ត់ចង់ 
�នពីមុន។ �គឺ��រ���នពរមួយស��ប់���ី និង����ររបស់ 
�ត់��ល���វ�ន����គល់មកវ�ញនូវជីវ�តថ�ីរួម�មួយនឹងក�ីសង��ឹម 
ទំនុកចិត� និង��មញញឹម�យ��ចក�ីសុខ - �គឺ��រម�ណ៍ដ៏ 
សប��យ��ង��ំងមួយ។ 
 អង��រ UNFPA កម��� �ន��ើ�រ���គូ�មួយមជ��មណ�ល
វះ�ត់កុ�រ CSC �ើម��ី�ះ��យប��ហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ
��លស��លកូនពិ�ក��ល���វ�ន���ើលរ�លងអស់���ើន
ទសវត��រ�  និង�នជួយ���ី�តំបន់�ច់���ល ទទួល���ព���ល
�ក��ងទីក���ង ��កប�យសុវត�ិ�ព �នលក�ណៈស�ង់�រ និង
វ���ជីវៈ��ឹម���វ។ ���ី��ីក និង�ន��ន�ព�ប រស់�ក��ងតំបន់
ជនបទ��លមិន�នដឹងអំពី�រព���ល ឬមិន�ច�នលទ��ពបង់
������ �ចទទួល�ន���ព���ល�យវះ�ត់�យឥតគិត��� 
ពីកម�វ�ធី�ព���គូរួម����ះ�រក�រប��ប់ជំងឺហូរឬ��ប�ម
��យ��លស��លកូនពិ�ក�ក��ង����សកម���។ 
 ���ល��ករ���កបទពិ�ធន៍ក��ង�រព���លរបស់�ត់ ��ល 
ផ�ល់�យមជ��មណ�ល CSC និង UNFPA ក��ង��ំ២០១១ �ក��ង 
ទី��ុងភ�ំ��ញ�មួយអ�កជិត�ងរបស់�ត់ អ�ក��ី �ៀន �ន 
និ�យ� “ខ��ំរ��ើបចិត���ំង�ស់ និងមិន�ចសំ��ង�រម�ណ៍ 
ឲ���នអស់ពីចិត� អំពី�រសប��យចិត�របស់ខ��ំ ….”។ 
 ��ុមផ��ព�ផ��យរបស់មជ��មណ�លវះ�ត់កុ�រ��ើដំ�ើរ�ជួប
���ី       ��ល  �យរង��ះ�ក��ង��ត��ល� �ើម��ីផ��ព�ផ��យ និង
ផ�ល់ព័ត ៌�នអំពីប��ហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ��លស��លកូន
ពិ�ក។ �ក សំ សុី� ម���ីស��បស���ល�រផ��ព�ផ��យ/Smile 
Train ��មជ��មណ�ល CSC �ន�ន���សន៍� “�ើងជ��ប
ដល់បុគ�លិកសុ�ភិ�ល និង���នភូមិ អំពី��ន�រចុះសហគមន៍
���ល�ងមុខរបស់�ើង និង�ន�ើញ� ប��ប់ពី��ុម�រ�រ
មកដល់ ���ីខ�ះ�ន និងកំពុងរង់�ំពិ�ក���មួយ�ើងរួច��ច
��ើយ”។ ��ព័ន�ផ��ព�ផ��យ គឺ�វ�ធីដ៏�ន��សិទ��ពមួយ�ៀត
��លជូនដំណឹងដល់���ជន�ល� �ពិ��សស��ប់អ�ក��ល
រស់�ក��ងតំបន់�ច់���ល ��ល����រច�សម�័ន� និង��ព័ន�
ទំ�ក់ទំនង����ប����ឈម��ើយ។ វ�ទ��� គឺ�ប��ញ���រ
ផ��ព�ផ��យ��ល��និយមបំផុត�ក��ងសហគមន៍ជនបទ។ អ�ក��ី 

 

 ��ក់ចំណ�ល����រតិចតួចពី�រ��ើ��ច��រ គឺស��ប់ផ�ត់ផ�ង់
ជីវ�ព���ំ��� ដូច��ះ�រចំ�យ�ើរបស់របរ�នត�������ង�ៀត 
�ន�រត��ិត����ត�ស់។ ���ី�នឱ�សតិចតួចក��ង�រ���ងរក
������ំសុខ�ពល� រួម�ំង�រព���លជំងឺហូរ ឬ��ប�ម
��យ��លស��លកូនពិ�កផង��រ។ 
 
ជីវិតថ��ីនចូលមកដល់៖ 

អ�ក��ី �ស សុីន �ឯប៉ូលីគ�ីនិកក��ងទី��ុងភ�ំ��ញ កំពុងពិ�ក��� 

មួយអ�កជំ�ញ��ក់។ �ត់�ន�ររ��ើបចិត��យដឹងពីលទ�ផល�រ 

វះ�ត់របស់�ត់ទទួល�ន�គជ័យ។ 

រូបថត៖ UNFPA Cambodia

សុីន �ន��ប់� “ប��ប់ពីខ��ំ�នឮព័ត៌�ន��ះ�មវ�ទ��� ខ��ំ�ន
និ�យ�មួយប�ីខ��ំ និង កូន��ីខ��ំ។ ប��ប់មក ខ��ំ�នមកមជ��មណ�ល 
CSC ��ៀន��ំង�ភ�ំ��ញ�ចុង��ំ២០១១”។ អ�ក�រស់�ន
�គ��ើន��ល���វ�នស��សន៍ ក៏�ន��ប់� វ�ទ���  គឺ�
ម����យល�បំផុត�ើម��ី���ងយល់អំពី�����ះ។ គ��ង��ះ �ន
�ប់��ើម�គ��ង�កល��ង�ប់�ំងពី��ធ�� ��ំ ២០០៩ �ក��ង��ត� 
ចំនួន៤ ក��ងតំបន់�គឦ�ន������សកម��� ដូច�រតនគិរ�
មណ�លគិរ� ��ះវ��រ និង ស�ឹង��ង ��ល����រច�សម�័ន� និង��� 
សង�មស��ប់���ី និង���ង��ី មិន�ន់ល����ើរ។ មជ��មណ�ល 
CSC �នផ�ល់���ព���ល�រហូរឬ��ប�ម��យ��លស��ល
កូនពិ�ក�យឥតគិត���ដល់���ី���ណជិត៣០�ក់ ��ល�ន
រស់�ក��ង��ន�ពឈឺ�ប់�យ���ម��ត់អស់រយៈ��ល���ើន
ទសវត��រ�។      

UNFPA រួមចំ��ក��ើ��ង�ឲ���ល់�រ�ន����ះ 
��ម��ចក�ី��ថ �ា  �ល់�រស��លកូន��កប�យ
សុវត�ិ�ព �ើយយុវជន�ចបំ��ញស��នុពលរបស់ខ��ន

 អ�ក��ី  �ក់  �ៀប  �យុ   ៤២��ំ  �អ�ករស់�ន
ពី�គហូរ ឬ��ប�ម��យ��លស��លកូនពិ�ក�
��ត�កំពត�ននិ�យ� “….គឺ���ំ១៩៩៩។ ខ��ំ
�ប់��ើមឈឺ�ះ អស់ពីរបី��� ប��ប់មក���នប���ន
ខ��ំ�មន�ីរ��ទ��មួយ �ើយកូនខ��ំ�ើតមក��ប់។ ប��ប់
ពីប�ីខ��ំ�នដឹង� ខ��ំ��ច�ម�យមិនដឹងខ��ន�ល់��ល
�ត់�ន�ក��ញពីខ��ំ – ខ��ំ�ន�រ�ៀន��ស់�ស់
�យ�រខ��នខ��ំធំុក�ិន���ក់��ក”។ 
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